Collective intelligence (CI) refers to the intelligence that emerges at the macro-level of a collection and transcends that of the individuals. CI is a continuously popular research topic that is studied by researchers in different areas, such as sociology, economics, biology, and artificial intelligence. In this survey, we summarize the works of CI in various fields. First, according to the existence of interactions between individuals and the feedback mechanism in the aggregation process, we establish CI taxonomy that includes three paradigms: isolation, collaboration and feedback. We then conduct statistical literature analysis to explain the differences among three paradigms and their development in recent years. Second, we elaborate the types of CI under each paradigm and discuss the generation mechanism or theoretical basis of the different types of CI. Third, we describe certain CI-related applications in 2019, which can be appropriately categorized by our proposed taxonomy. Finally, we summarize the future research directions of CI under each paradigm. We hope that this survey helps researchers understand the current conditions of CI and clears the directions of future research.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collective intelligence is not a new area of research, and related research can be traced back to early in the last century. To date, collective intelligence is a popular research topic, attracting researchers from different areas, such as social science, economics, biology, and artificial intelligence. Although there is no unified definition of collective intelligence, most researchers agree that collective intelligence surpasses individual intelligence. Therefore, this survey uses the definition given by Michelucci and Dickinson [1] , that is, collective intelligence (CI) refers to the intelligence that emerges at the macro-level of a collection and transcends that of the individuals.
There are some other terms that denote CI. When individuals are social animals, such as bees, ants and birds, the term Swarm Intelligence is used to denote CI; otherwise, when the individuals are humans, the term Wisdom of the Crowd is used for CI. In this survey, we uniformly use CI to represent these terms.
There are certain relationships between CI and crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing is a paradigm for using the power The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Moayad Aloqaily . of crowds of people to facilitate large scale tasks that are costly or time consuming with traditional methods [2] . From the definition, the targets of CI and crowdsourcing are significantly different, so we do not discuss studies on crowdsourcing in this survey.
Thus far, we have found three surveys about CI [3] - [5] . Yu et al. [3] presented a literature review on CI in human society from 1907 to 2017, focusing on the influential works of researchers. The authors discussed how to measure and model CI as well as the typical applications and future directions of CI. Salminen [4] summarized the studies on CI of human society at three levels. Micro-level research focuses on the factors enabling CI. Macro-level researchers regard CI as a statistical or probabilistic phenomenon of individual output results. Emergence-level studies focus on how CI emerges at the macro-level from interactions of individuals at the micro-level. Krause et al. [5] proposed an overarching definition of CI that covers CI in both human populations and social animals: individuals acquire information independently or partially independently. Through social interactions, the individuals provide a solution to a cognitive problem that could not be solved by isolated individuals. The authors further summarized some important criteria of CI. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Distinguished from previous survey papers, this survey establishes a CI taxonomy of three paradigms and reviews the existing studies. The major contributions are from three aspects:
1) On the basis of whether there are interactions between individuals and the feedback mechanism in the aggregation process, we establish a CI taxonomy, including three intelligence paradigms: isolation, collaboration and feedback, from simple to complicated. We explain their differences and conduct certain statistical analysis of literatures.
2) We elaborate the categories of CI under each paradigm and the corresponding typical studies, and discuss the generation mechanisms and theoretical bases of different types of CI.
3) We summarize the challenges and future research directions of CI under each paradigm.
The survey is organized as follows: The Section II presents an overview of the three paradigms. Section III, IV and V give typical research works and explain the CI mechanisms under three paradigms. Section VI describes certain recent CI-related applications. Section VII summarizes the possible future directions of CI. Finally, the Section VIII gives conclusions.
II. OVERVIEW OF COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
In this section, we introduce an overview of CI taxonomy and conduct a statistical literature analysis. The general notations used in this survey are shown in Table 1 . The detailed explanations are given in the following sections.
A. TAXONOMY OF COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
Generally, CI can be regarded as an aggregation of individual behavior results. According to the existence of interactions between individuals and the feedback mechanism in the aggregation process, CI can be divided into three paradigms including isolation, collaboration and feedback, as Figure 1 shows.
Isolation. The CI of the isolation paradigm works without interactions and feedback. The individual a i (i ∈ [1, . . . , n]) makes autonomous decisions and produces the behavior results x i . There are no interactions between the individuals, so the results x i and x j do not influence each other (x i = x j ). At the collective level, the aggregation method f is used to process X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x i , . . . , x n ) and generate f (X ), where f (X ) does not influence the subsequent individual behaviors.
The CI of the isolation paradigm mainly appears in human society and is usually used for estimation, prediction and association mining tasks. The theoretical basis of this kind of CI is a set of mathematical theorems, such as Diversity Prediction Theorem [6] and Condorcet's Jury Theorem [7] , or data mining algorithms, for example, association rule learning.
In this survey, we collect 62 papers that cover all three paradigms by searching for the keywords collective intelligence, swarm intelligence and wisdom of the crowd on Google Scholar. From the perspective of statistical literature analysis, we give an intuitive introduction of these studies, which are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Figure 2 shows three word clouds for the abstracts of papers on the three different paradigms. A word cloud is based on the occurrence frequency of words or word terms in multiple documents, which are indicated by the position and size of the corresponding text in the figure. We use the abstract of each paper as an object document for statistics, which can highly reflect the concerns of each paper. According to the construction method mentioned in [11] , [12] , all the possible word terms are first extracted and the corresponding frequencies are determined. Then, each word is assigned a position by an adaptive algorithm. Specifically, the sizes of the terms depend on their frequencies. Word terms that are large in size and close to the center are of significance. In this way, the research of each paradigm can be represented visually by the corresponding word cloud.
From Figure 2 , we can see certain obvious common words in all the word clouds, such as forecast, accuracy, individual, and group. This result reflects the commonality of the three paradigms, that is, they all try to achieve CI by analyzing or forecasting using the information of individual or group behaviors. In Figure 2 .1, the words individual, forecast and estimate account for a large part of the cloud. This result indicates that the isolation paradigm focuses on some forecasting or estimating tasks of individuals. Correspondingly, in Figure 2 .2, the proportion of the words group, social influence, collective, and team greatly increases. This result shows that the collaboration paradigm emphasizes the interactions between groups. In Figure 2 .3 of the feedback paradigm, the frequency of the words algorithm and optimization increases. Combined with the corresponding studies, it indicates that the feedback paradigm helps to optimize the solutions of estimates or predictions. Overall, the figure shows the differences of three paradigms, which indirectly proves the validity of our division of CI. Figure 3 shows the changes of the proportion of papers under the three paradigms over time. Each bar in the figure represents the proportion in each time period, and different colors represent different paradigms. Overall, with the passage of time, research of isolation paradigm has decreased, and research of collaboration and feedback paradigms has gradually increased. This shows that CI research is increasingly inclined to complex interactions and feedback.
III. ISOLATION PARADIGM
In CI of the isolation paradigm, there are two aggregation methods for output results of independent individuals: simple statistics such as mean, median and mode, and complex text mining technology. A summary of the representative studies on the isolation paradigm is given in Table 2 .
A. SIMPLE STATISTICS
A large number of experiments indicate that using certain simple statistics such as median, mean or mode at the collective level can yield better estimations or decision-making results than those of most individuals.
Median. Statistician Galton [13] gave the earliest case of this kind of CI in 1907. Galton analyzed the estimates of the weight of a particular living ox by 787 different persons and found that the median of estimates was closer to the true value than most individual estimates. The median is usually used for performance analysis with other statistics, especially mean values in the following studies. For example, for the task of estimating the number of marbles in a large glass jar, Krause et al. [14] found that the mean and median values of collective estimates were 553.6 and 516 respectively, and came within 1.5% and 8.2% of the true value of 562. Additionally, Agnew [15] compared the performances of mean, median and Bayesian method in forecasting procedures for macroeconomic indicators such as Gross National Product (GNP) growth rate and Real Gross National Product (RGNP) growth rate. Moreover, McNees [16] compared the forecasting performance of mean and median in seven macroeconomic indicators like GNP, unemployment rate and corporate profits. From the previous experiments, the median has comparable performance in forecasting.
The reason that the median takes effect in CI is that no matter what the real value is, the median of collective forecasts is closer to the real value than at least 50% of the individuals. The 50% maximum exists only when the actual outcome x T is outside of this range [16] :
In Formula 1, x M , x H and x L are the median, maximum and minimum of collective estimates, respectively. Mean. The mean of collective estimates can also improve the accuracy compared with that of individuals. Zarnowitz [17] forecasted GNP, RGNP, Implicit Price Deflator (IPD) and Consumer Expenditures for Durable Goods (CEDG) with 79 individuals and determined that the group mean forecasts are more accurate than most of the corresponding sets of individual forecasts. Stock and Watson [18] forecasted the output growth of seven countries from 1959 to 1999, such as the United States, Canada and France, by comparing a series of statistics like mean, median and Trimmed Mean [38] . They found that simple mean values often yield better results than complex statistics, which means they have lower Mean Squared Forecast Errors. Genre et al. [19] explored multiple combination schemes of expert forecasts, including combinations based on principal components and trimmed means, performance-based weighting as well as Bayesian shrinkage. Only a few of the schemes outperform the mean of the collective forecasts. Moreover, in forecasting, even the mean of multiple estimates from an individual also shows a CI effect [20] - [22] .
Mean values are affected by extreme values, which might cause weak CI robustness. Therefore, some more sophisticated calculation methods for mean values have been introduced, such as Weighted Mean, Trimmed Mean, and Winsorized Mean [39] . These statistics can achieve better performance in particular forecasting tasks [23] , [24] .
That the mean of collective estimates is more accurate than that of the individual estimates can be explained by the Diversity Prediction Theorem [6] . If there are n individual estimates x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x i , . . . , x n and a real value x T , then the Collective Error (CE) is (x T −x) 2 , which is the Squared Deviation (SD) of the estimates' mean valuex = 1 n n i=1 x i and the real value x T . Group Diversity (GD) is the variance of the estimates, which is 1 n n i=1 (x i −x) 2 , and Average Individual Error (AIE) is the average of Squared Deviation between the individual estimates and real value, which is 1
Diversity Prediction Theorem can be expressed as:
According to this theorem, higher diversity leads to lower collective error and promotes the performance of CI.
Mode. The mode of the individual results in a group (also called Majority Voting) also achieves better decision outcomes than a single individual. Ralf et al. [25] analyzed a dataset involving more than 20,000 diagnoses from more than 140 doctors and found that the diagnostic performance of the mode is better than that of the best doctor in the group when the diagnostic accuracy is relatively similar. Hastie and Kameda [26] provided an evaluation of nine statistical values in CI in a simulated test bed environment and determine that the mode has better robustness.
In certain annotation tasks performed by crowdsourcing, the majority voting strategy is used to improve the annotation quality. For example, Snow et al. [27] investigated five annotation tasks of natural language processing (NLP): affect recognition, word similarity, recognizing textual entailment, temporal event recognition, and word sense disambiguation. They found that using the majority voting strategy only requires a small number of nonexperts to achieve the annotation quality of experts. Sheng et al. [28] used repeated labeling and combined the majority voting strategy with other annotation strategies, such as round-robin and selective repeated labeling, to improve the quality of annotation. Tian and Zhu [29] demonstrated a max-margin majority voting for improving the discriminative ability of majority voting and further proposed a Bayesian generalization to gain true labels from the labels of noisy observations. These phenomena are supported by Condorcet's Jury Theorem [7] . This theorem states that if individuals in a group make decisions independently and the probability of correctness is greater than 0.5, then the probability of making a correct decision based on the majority voting strategy increases with the growth of group size.
B. TEXT MINING
By mining the text data of independent individuals, new knowledge unknown to any individual can be found. This type of CI usually has two characteristics. First, the individuals are highly distributed in time and space without obvious interactions. Second, individuals can not perceive the goals at the collective level.
The most representative study of this type is from the information scientist Swanson. Swanson et al. [30] proposed a new strategy to facilitate the discovery of medical knowledge based on text mining. A literature set L AB demonstrates the relationships between topic A and B, and another literature set L BC demonstrates the relationships between topic B and C. If L AB and L BC satisfy these two conditions, the relationships between A and C have certain scientific meaning.
1) Complementary: The new useful information can be inferred from L AB and L BC together but cannot be obtained from L AB or L BC alone.
2) Noninteractive: There is no common literature between L AB and L BC and no citation or co-citation relationship between them either. Using the previous strategy, Swanson [31] found a relationship between Raynaud disease and eicosapentaenoic acid, which is the main component of fish oil. He also discovered some medical information such as the relationship between migraines and magnesium [32] . Swanson and his colleague Neil Smalheiser [33] then developed a software named Arrowsmith [40] to identify relationship between Medline literatures. Other scientists promoted similar research. For instance, Hristovski et al. [34] , [35] developed a literaturebased discovery system BITOLA [41] using an association mining algorithm and figured out the relationship between insulin and Huntington disease. Weeber [36] , [37] used this knowledge discovery model to develop a Disease-Adverse drug reaction-Drug (DAD) system for drug discovery process. According to the therapeutic characteristic B, the DAD can build the pathway from drug A and disease C.
In this kind of CI, every literature in L AB and L BC is a result of individual behaviors. The aggregation method f refers to the text mining algorithm or tool. The pathway A ←→ C corresponds to the CI. This pathway does not exist in any single literature from L AB and L BC .
There are still two drawbacks in the research of CI based on the isolation paradigm.
1) In the study using simple statistics as the aggregation method, single values of the individual output are used for point estimation, which means the output from the collective level is also a value. These single values reduce the flexibility of this kind of aggregation method. In many circumstances, the output of individuals or groups is uncertain and can be expressed as an interval or a probability distribution. The research on CI in these circumstances is still in its infancy.
2) There are two limitations in research using text mining in the aggregation method. First, generating a literature set, such as L AB , mainly depends on the co-occurrence of topics in documents. Specifically, if topic A and B appear in every document in L AB , then we consider these topics to be connected. However, this assumption is not reliable, so it will affect the credibility of the final result. Second, the generation of literature sets and association mining requires high overhead and tremendous manual work [42] , leading to low extensibility.
IV. COLLABORATION PARADIGM
In the CI of the collaboration paradigm, individuals accomplish assigned tasks by collaboration, competition and information sharing. Individuals can be in the same space-time domain or in Internet conditions across space-time. For the CI of the collaboration paradigm, the research focuses on the analysis and recognition of the key factors, including social influence, diversity and other factors. A summary of the representative studies on the collaboration paradigm is given in Table 3 .
A. SOCIAL INFLUENCE
Social influence refers to the transformation of opinions, attitudes and judgments of an individual from the influence of other individuals in a group. This is a significant factor of the collaboration paradigm.
Most studies have proposed that social influence promotes CI. Gürçay et al. [43] analyzed the impacts of social influence on the estimation accuracy, consensus and confidence of uncertain quantity estimates, and found that the utilizing of social influence on estimates achieves higher accuracy and greater consensus than independent estimates. Bernstein et al. [44] compared the effect of intermittent and constant social influence on CI. They found that intermittent social influence cannot only develop effective information exchanging and mutual learning, but also maintain a high level of exploration improving CI. In a lie detection task, Klein and Epley [45] demonstrated that the results from group discussion are more accurate than those from individuals in the isolation paradigm based on majority voting (mode value). This demonstration verifies that social influence can increase CI in certain conditions. However, some studies suggest that social influence might reduce individual diversity and negatively impact CI. Lorenz et al. [6] confirmed the assumption that the knowledge of estimates undermines CI by three effects: social influence, range reduction and confidence. The social influence effect diminishes the diversity of individual opinions. Muchnik et al. [46] observed the social bias effect caused by social influence, especially positive social influence, which significantly increases the likelihood of positive ratings. For example, if an up-vote is first inserted into an online forum, the influence bias of group decision-making will increase to 25% on average. Becker et al. [47] determined that in decentralized networks, social interactions between individuals enhance the performance of CI, whereas in centralized conditions, the influence of central individuals on other individuals reduces the CI effect.
B. DIVERSITY
Diversity, which is an important factor in CI, refers to the degree of variation between the individuals in a group. Many studies have indicated that diversity can improve CI of the collaboration paradigm. Hong and Page [48] compared the performance for two kinds of problem-solving teams. One is a team of randomly selected agents, composed of individuals with functional diversity, and another is a team comprised of the best-performing agents. They found that the former team outperformed the latter team, which is called diversity trumps ability. Jeffery [49] examined the effect of interpersonal congruence as a moderator in the relationship between diversity and group effectiveness. Interpersonal congruence refers to the coherence degree to which group members see the others in the group as the others see themselves. The investigation shows that diversity tends to improve the performance in groups with high interpersonal congruence but undermines the performance of groups with low interpersonal congruence. Aggarwal and Woolley [50] found that CI has an inverted U-shaped relationship with cognitive divergence. This discovery shows that regarding the groups of similar cognitive styles or quite different cognitive styles, the performance of CI is maximized when the cognitive divergence is moderate.
Excessive diversity leads to gaps in communication and collaboration between individuals and obstructs CI. Knight et al. [51] investigated that diversity in terms of functional background, age, education and employment tenure of individuals from Top Management Teams (TMT) negatively affects on strategic collective consensus. Aggarwal et al. [52] investigated how the team members' cognitive styles related to object and spatial visualization affect the team's strategic focus and strategic consensus. The results indicated that diversity in cognitive style is negatively associated with the formation of group consensus, further affecting the CI.
There are two points need explaining: 1) The functions of diversity are different in the collaboration paradigm and isolation paradigm. For the collaboration paradigm, the effect of diversity represents the complementary views, skills and knowledge among individuals, which is more conducive to solving complex tasks. For the latter paradigm, diversity can reduce the collective error.
2) The effects of social influence and diversity on CI are not isolated. According to Mavrodiev et al. [53] , social influence does not directly affect CI, but benefits or harms the CI indirectly by the diversity and collective error.
C. OTHER FACTORS
Except for social influence and diversity, some researchers worked on other factors of CI in the collaboration paradigm, including individual attributes, group composition, leadership and incentive mechanisms. For example, Woolley et al. [54] showed that CI is weakly correlated with the average or maximum individual intelligence of group members but is strongly correlated with the average social sensitivity of individuals, the equality in the distribution of conversational turn-taking, and the proportion of females in the group. In the Polymath1 project [55] , Tim Gowers and other online netizens tried to find combinatorial proof of the Density Hales-Jewett Theorem with a side length of three. This task was accomplished in only 6 weeks and within 1000 comments. Cranshaw and Kittur [56] analyzed this collaborative process and found that: 1) Only a small percentage of the individuals contribute significantly to CI. 2) Leadership plays a critical role in CI. Mann and Helbing [57] proposed an incentive scheme by rewarding accurate minority predictions to achieve diversity in individual estimates and increase the accuracy of collective estimates. Geifman and Raban [58] studied the role of individual selfefficacy in solving cooperative problems. Self-efficacy is the subjective judgment of an individual on whether he or she can use his or her own skills to accomplish a certain task.
At present, there are still two shortcomings in the research of CI in the collaboration paradigm.
First, the studies available use correlation analysis, standardized regression coefficients, linear regression, Lasso regression and other strategies to identify variables that have correlations with or dependence on CI. However, these methods cannot demonstrate the causal relationship between variables and CI, and struggle to explain the causes of CI.
Second, the research on the negative effects of social influence and the corresponding solutions is still in infancy. The asynchrony of social effects between individuals greatly distorts collective decisions by introducing social biasing effects including herding and snowballing [59] . The herding effect indicates that an individual in a group follows the opinions of the population majority. The snowballing effect means if an opinion earns an initial advantage, the influence becomes increasingly obvious.
V. FEEDBACK PARADIGM
The CI in the feedback paradigm is actually an emergence phenomenon. On the one hand, simple individual collaborative behavior at the micro-level can influence variables at the macro-level and CI-related variables. On the other hand, macro-level variables restrict or promote the microlevel through feedback mechanisms. With this iteration process, a new characteristic or structure of CI at the macro-level can be established.
The following subsections §V.A and §V.B present research analysis on CI of the feedback paradigm in social animals and human societies respectively. These studies are summarized in Table 4 .
A. COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE EMERGENCE IN SOCIAL ANIMALS
Since the 1990s, a series of CI algorithms for resolving optimization problems has been proposed by considering social animals such as ants, bees and birds, which concentrate on the cooperative behavior of groups and the emergence mechanism of CI.
The earliest algorithm of this type is Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) Algorithm in 1992 proposed by Dorigo [60] . ACO algorithm simulated the process of how ants find the most effective path between the nest and a food source. In this algorithm, the environment E t refers to the amount of pheromone at time t between two positions (or status), which is generated by the behaviors of ant colonies before time t. The individual ant a i generates indirect interactions based on the environment E t , that is, the transition probability is calculated according to E t , and the next position (or status) is transferred to other individual ants until all the positions are traversed. The behavior output of individual a i at time t refers to the amount of pheromone x i,t between two positions (or status) during the traversal process. At the collective level, f (E t , X t ) calculates the amount of pheromone E t+1 at time t + 1, in which the feedback mechanism is represented by influencing X t+1 at time t + 1. The CI eventually obtains the path described by the pheromones.
Kennedy and Eberhart [61] then proposed Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm in 1995, which simulated birds flocking. The individuals in a flock (also called particles) have two attributes: velocity and position. At the individual level, the velocity v i,t of individual a i at time t is updated based on three variables (usually in vector form), v i,t−1 , the best position of the individual (pbest i ) and the global optimal position of the group (gbest). gbest can be regarded as the environment E for individual interactions. The position x i,t at time t, which is the individual output, is updated on the basis of x i,t−1 and v i,t . At the group level, pbest i (i ∈ [1, . . . , n]) and gbest are updated according to the value of X t , and affect X t+1 at time t + 1. After the algorithm converges, the output gbest is treated as CI.
An algorithm named Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) was proposed by Karaboga and Basturk [62] , which is used to solve the optimization problem of a multi-variable function. In ABC algorithm, individuals can be divided into three roles: employed bees, onlooker bees and scout bees. They can transfer their roles in particular situation. ABC algorithm finds the global optimal solution through individual local optimization. At the individual level, the employed bees search for new food sources in the neighborhood of the current source and evaluate the fitness. Onlooker bees select a honey source based on information shared by the employed bees and calculate the fitness value as well. If the fitness of the food source has not increased after multiple iterations, the corresponding employed bees change to onlooker bees and randomly generate a new position to replace the current food source. The output of individual a i at time t is a tuple x t = (s i,t , fit(s i,t )), s i,t refers to the position of the current food source of a i at time t and fit(s i,t ) is the fitness of s i,t . Contrasting X t and X t+1 , it shows that a rich source attracts more individuals by positive feedback at the collective level, while a poor source is gradually abandoned.
In recent years, people have proposed a series of more complicated CI algorithms based on the behavior of social animals. Mirjalili et al. [63] raised the Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) algorithm to represent the hierarchy of members. The GWO algorithm simulates the leadership hierarchy of four types of grey wolves, including alpha, beta, delta and omega, and also simulates three steps of prey hunting, involving searching, encircling, and attacking. The GWO algorithm achieves competitive results on 29 well-known test functions. Meng et al. [64] proposed an algorithm named Bird Swarm Algorithm based on social behaviors in bird swarms, such as foraging, vigilance and flight behavior. The effectiveness of bird swarm algorithms has been verified by comparison tests on 18 benchmark problems. In addition to social animals, people found that the swarm behaviors of lower organisms, such as bacteria and physarum, also exhibit CI. The corresponding algorithms have been designed [65] , [66] . This kind of algorithm is supposed to be robust, decentralized and parallelized.
A synergetic approach can be used to describe and explain this kind of CI. Synergetics is an interdisciplinary research area that illustrates how subsystems in open complex systems form structures of space, time, or function through selforganization [10] .
Utilizing a synergetic approach to interpret this kind of CI mechanism can be treated as a process of finding order parameters. Generally, there are a large number of variables in a mathematical model used to describe a complex system, but most are effective only for a short time and have little influence on the evolution of the system. These variables are called fast variables. Another kind of variables are called order parameters, also known as slow variables. This kind of variables indicate the degree of macro-order in a system. They are the total contribution of the synergetic behavior from each subsystem or individual and control the transformation of fast variables. The order parameters play considerable roles in the system evolution. Usually, there are fewer order parameters in the system, and sometimes only one. For example, in the previous ACO, PSO and ABC algorithms, the order parameters are the amount of pheromone, the position of particles and the fitness of honey source, respectively. The adiabatic elimination procedure [69] can usually be used to eliminate an abundance of fast variables to distinguish the order parameters.
B. COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE EMERGENCE IN HUMAN SOCIETY
There also exists CI of feedback paradigm in human society, which is manifested as self-interested and dispersed interactions of individuals at the micro-level, and orderly social phenomena emerging at the macro-level, such as Invisible Hand [70] in market economy and Spontaneous Order [71] in human society.
Yukalov et al. [67] proposed an evolution equation to describe a society composed of different types of individuals, including cooperators, defectors, and regulators. The evolution equation can explain how the interactions between individuals of different types at the micro-level can develop a structurally stable society at the macro-level. The authors ranked ten countries with this model and found a remarkable concordance with certain standard economic rankings.
Tao [68] used Boltzmann distribution with Marginal Labor-Capital Return and Marginal Technology Return as parameters to describe the enterprise income under the competitive economy. Based on the differential equation of GDP, he deduced that the called technological level is a selfreferential variable that can be considered to be an index measuring the CI in an economic environment. The competitive behavior of enterprises helps a higher technological level to emerge, and the technological level controls or guides enterprise behaviors by a feedback mechanism.
The present studies aiming at the emergence mechanisms of CI under the feedback paradigm mainly focus on groups with simple rules and slight discrepancies between individuals. Many groups in reality, especially human society, have complex individual behaviors and great diversity. Although theoretically we could demonstrate and model them by a synergetic method, it would still be hard to promote quantitative analysis because of the introduction of a large number of variables and differential equations.
VI. RECENT APPLICATIONS OF CI
Many CI-related applications have been proposed to solve practical problems. We discuss certain typical works in 2019 in this section, where each work can be categorized appropriately to one of the three paradigms, with the hope of helping researchers understand the current application scenarios of CI. These applications with contents and the corresponding paradigms are shown in Table 5 .
A. APPLICATIONS OF THE ISOLATION PARADIGM
For the isolation paradigm, there are several applications focusing on providing intelligent services by collective decisions of independent individuals. For example, Dambanemuya and Horvát [72] aggregated personal lending behaviors and successful loan payments, which can be seen as individual behavior results, to provide reliable decision support. This can overcome P2P's weakness of information asymmetry about borrowers' credibility. Lee et al. [73] proposed a pest diagnosis system using data acquisition and deep learning through CI. The required data, in the prediction of pests arising from the plant cultivation, is independently collected from experts and user participates. By aggregating the data from a large number of surveyors, a rapid diagnosis can be made.
B. APPLICATIONS OF THE COLLABORATION PARADIGM
There are many CI-related applications of the collaboration paradigm and we choose six of them as examples. Otoum et al. [74] presented a restricted Boltzmann machine-based clustered intrusion detection system (RBC-IDS) in the monitoring of critical infrastructures through VOLUME 7, 2019 wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In RBC-IDS, a selection method is accomplished to integrate information, which calculates the weight of each sensor node and compares it with the weights of other nodes. In densely crowded environments, Aloqaily et al. [75] described how to replicate data from the cloud to the edge, and then to mobile devices to provide faster data access for users. Through node collaboration, data replication and service composition offload some workload burdens from the cloud. Kotb et al. [76] proposed a workflownet based framework for efficient cloud computing, through which fog computing devices are able to form a cooperative Internet of Things (IoT) service delivery system and enhance performance gains of cloud computing. Yeh et al. [77] focused on the case of modeling trajectory data collected from multi-player sports games, namely basketball and soccer, where each player is treated as an agent. They leveraged graph neural networks (GNNs) and variational recurrent neural networks (VRNNs) to process interaction information between the agents and then perform conditional prediction. Belbachir et al. [78] proposed a self-adaptive mechanism for traffic regulation based on cooperative agents, which can minimize traffic congestion. The cooperative behaviors are not pre-defined, but they emerge from the agent interactions at a local level. Awal et al. [79] predicted user preferences and future behaviors by embedding collective knowledge in social networks. Concretely, they presented an extension of the signed modularity and determined users' degrees of affiliation towards various communities. The signs (positive or negative) of the links are considered for collective behavior prediction in signed social networks.
C. APPLICATIONS OF THE FEEDBACK PARADIGM
There are several CI-related recent applications of the feedback paradigm, which mainly integrate certain advanced algorithms, such as reinforcement learning and ACO, to simulate the interactions between individuals and the environment. Otoum et al. [80] proposed a reinforcement learning method for intrusion detection system (RL-IDS). With RL-IDS, the agents (sensors in WSNs) interpret the present state of the environment and fulfill an action that eventually results in certain rewards to the agents. The experimental results show that RL-IDS achieves state-of-the-art performance. Petrillo et al. [81] proposed Swarm Debugging Infrastructure (SDI), which can collect data about developers' interactive debugging sessions, and also feedback recommendations to developers. Such a continuous iterative cycle reaches the target of swarm debugging. Boveiri et al. [82] proposed a high-performance approach based on the MaxâĂ"Min Ant System (MMAS), which is an efficient variation in the family of ACO algorithms. In MMAS, optimal task-order can be achieved as a feedback by scheduling in homogeneous multiprocessor environments. Therefore, MMAS can utilize local mini data-centers to release the burden from the main datacenter.
In summary, recent CI-related applications, especially those of the collaboration and feedback paradigms, have been widely applied in various scenarios, which meet the results of literature analysis in Section II. Some mainstream models or methods of artificial intelligence have been used in CI, such as deep learning and reinforcement learning.
VII. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In this section, we summarize six future research directions related to three paradigms of CI.
Nonnumerical Estimation under Isolation Paradigm. At present, in CI of the isolation paradigm, statistics are mainly used for numerical estimation. The results of individual estimation are usually nonnumerical, such as interval and probability distributions. Simply treating the results as a numerical value eliminates uncertainty but causes information loss [28] . In addition, at the group level, people also want to obtain nonnumerical aggregation results. Therefore, the aggregation model oriented to nonnumerical estimation should be focused on.
Causality Analysis in Collective Intelligence. Correlation analysis is mainly used to analyze the influencing factors of collective intelligence, but there is still a lack of studies on causality analysis. Causality refers to the interactions between variables, and the change of one variable is triggered by another. Although correlation analysis is significant in the mining of causality, it is neither necessary nor sufficient to establish causation [83] . Moreover, causality is an important foundation for restraining the negative effects and improving the CI. There are still some problems to be solved: (1) Causality map and recognition of latent variables in CI scenarios; (2) Control and regulation of CI based on causal inference.
Human-Computer Hybrid Collective Intelligence. Actually, many engineering problems might involve intelligent computing tasks under uncertain and open conditions. The human brain is better at dealing with such tasks than the available artificial intelligence. For this reason, human computing [84] and human-in-the-loop augmented intelligence [85] have been proposed, aiming at studying how to use humans as computing components and solving complex problems in reality by combining humans and computers. From the perspective of CI, this kind of work could also be considered to provide solutions for complex tasks through humancomputer collaboration in heterogeneous groups. The tasks are difficult to accomplish by only human beings or computers. The main problems include: (1) Model and emergence mechanism of human-computer hybrid CI; Discrimination and Elimination of Dysergy Phenomenon. CI is still unable to emerge in most cases in human society even with the characteristics of interactions and feedback. From the perspective of synergetics, the main reason is the existence of the dysergy phenomenon in groups [90] . Dysergy refers to the interactions between individuals that promote one function but impede another. In order to ensure the emergence and sustainability of CI, it is necessary to work on: (1) How to discriminate dysergy phenomena in the process of individual interactions; (2) How to eliminate or relieve dysergy phenomena on CI.
Measurement of Collective Intelligence. There are studies showing that groups also have the similar factor of general intelligence, called g factor, of individuals dealing with multiple cognitive tasks. Thus far, there have been some studies on the measurement of CI. Woolley et al. [54] found that the level of CI is weakly correlated with the average or maximum intelligence of individuals in a group. Kosinski et al. [91] proposed the intelligence level of a group, called Crowd IQ, by a method similar to an IQ questionnaire. However, there are still some problems to be solved: (1) Measurement indicators of CI in different scenarios, such as prediction and collaborative learning; (2) Real-time measurement and dynamic regulation of CI.
VIII. CONCLUSION
CI is a long-standing and vast research field, involving sociology, economics, biology, artificial intelligence and other different fields. The overlapping or closely related directions include swarm intelligence, wisdom of the crowd, human computation, and crowdsourcing. In this survey, we define CI as the intelligence that emerges from the macro-level of a collection and transcends that of the individuals. Additionally, we try to provide an overview of the research that matches with this definition. First, we demonstrate a taxonomy of CI under three paradigms: isolation, collaboration and feedback, depending on the existence of interactions between individuals and the feedback mechanism in the aggregation process. Second, from the perspective of statistical literature analysis, we explain the differences among these three paradigms and their development in recent years. Third, we analyze the CI studies of each paradigm and explain the generation mechanisms and theoretical bases of the different types. Fourth, we describe certain CI-related applications in 2019, utilizing different techniques to address some frontier challenges in different areas. Finally, we summarize the prospective research directions of CI.
We hope that this survey provides a guideline for beginners in CI, helps them classify existing studies and sheds light on future research. 
